
Teacher Case Study  

Name of the teacher:- Rachna Sisodiya     Qualification:- B.A (pursuing)  

Father Name:- Ram Sahaye                        Village/Block:- Hasanpur/Tijara 

Mother Name:- Membati                            Joining Date;-    01.11.2020 

Centre Name:- Hasanpur Mafi                   Occupation:-  Labor 

Brief description of case study 

Rachna is the resident of Hasanpur Mafi, her family depends on Labor work 

and they don’t have agricultural land as a source of additional income. Her 

mother Membati Bai is a simple housewife; they are 6 sisters (4 studying, 2 

married). Before joining SPECTRA-IIMPACT learning centre due to the 

financial problem Rachna’s father were insisting her to give up her study but 

she wanted to keep it continue so, she decided to join the part time job. Once 

our supervisor was searching a qualified teacher for Hasanpur Mafi centre, he 

met with Rachna and requested/asked her to help him to find out a teacher. 

Rachna was very pleased to see the opportunity and replied beautifully; can I 

join this centre as a teacher? So finally this was the solution of teacher and 

supervisor’s problem. Now because of joining LC she doesn’t only able to 

deal with own expenses but pays for her sister’s study expenses also.  

As she was needy and knows the importance of girl child education therefore she is improving 

her teaching skill day by day and since she has joined LC, students are progressing; now children 

can recite English poems, tables, vegetables and fruits names etc. Means they are enough 

competent to justify their actual level. Currently this centres is looking most effective in Tijara 

Block because of her good communication skill and rapport building she has filled the heart of 

community members with love. 

Achievements 

• Those children who used to hesitate in reciting poems, fruits, vegetables names etc. now they 

seems enough competent to justify their actual level 

• Mostly students qualified QCA  

• Community members are happy to see her efforts  

• Won the trust of community members. It helps in maintaining the presence of students 

Parents and Rachna’s Feedback:-Thanks to SAINT GOBAIN INDIA FOUNDATION- 

IIMPACT-SPECTRA team to provide such a golden opportunity which changed the life of our 

family. 

 

 


